Growth in retinal glial cells in vitro is affected differentially by two types of cell contact-mediated interactions.
Contact among rabbit retinal glial cells in subconfluent culture was previously shown to stimulate DNA synthesis [J. M. Burke (1983) Exp. Cell Res. 146, 204-206]. In this study nonliving surface membranes and metabolic coupling were investigated as mediators of the contact-dependent phenomenon. To evaluate surface membranes, preparations of fixed glial cells and fixed fibroblasts of several types were added in varying numbers to sparse cultures of glia or fibroblasts. In agreement with published data, fibroblast proliferation was inhibited by the fixed cells in a dose-dependent manner. Growth in glial cells was similarly inhibited. Fixed cells of both types were approximately equally effective in suppressing proliferation in cells of both types. No number of fixed cells was identified which, when added to glial cultures, stimulated glial proliferation. In contrast, metabolic coupling among glial cells was associated with increased DNA synthesis. Coupling was detected radioautographically as a flux of labeled precursor molecules from a prelabeled to a recipient population of glial cells in coculture. The cocultures were secondarily incubated with [3H]thymidine to label the nuclei of S-phase recipient cells. In the cocultures there was a higher rate of nuclear labeling in coupled than in uncoupled recipient glial cells. The results suggest that growth in subconfluent retinal glial cell cultures is modulated differentially by two types of interactions which require cell contact: growth is inhibited by interaction among nonliving cell surfaces but stimulated by metabolic cooperation among living cells.